
SPUNCHO    
# Encountered: 1-2
Alignment: CN
Movement: 10’

Armor Class: 6
Hit Dice: 8

THAC0: 13
Attacks: 2 (Punch/Punch)
Damage: 1d4+2/1d4+2
Spec. Attacks: See Below
Spec. Defenses: See Below

Save: Fighter 6
Morale: 9
Intelligence: Low (7-9)
Size: L (9’)
Treasure: See Below
XP: 1200 + 12xp /HP

  Conjured by unknown hands, for unimaginable,
dark  purposes,  the  spuncho  is  a  belligerent
menace to any living creature in its vicinity.

  This hulking miscreation stands nearly nine feet
tall,  with  slumped,   broad  shoulders  and
disproportionately long arms ending in head-sized
fists.  A spuncho’s flesh is rubbery, porous, and is
tinted a vile, unnatural hue of bright yellow.  The
creature is often gore-spattered and swaddled in
the desiccating remains of it’s victims.  
  A spuncho’s only voclizations are unintelligible
hoots, screams, or its crude imitation of the noises
made  by  those  who’ve  fallen  to  it.   It’s  quite
common  to  hear  one  of  these  monstrosities
screaming, “I’m gonna die!”, or “This was a bad
idea!”,  as  it  mindlessly  shambles  down  dark,
forgotten corridors. 

  In combat, a spuncho always goes last, due to its
lack  of  coordination  and  speed.   It  commonly
chooses  to  pummel  its  prey with  its  large  fists,
twice  per  round  for  1d4+2  damage.   If  both
punching attacks hit the same target for more than

a  combined  total  of  10+ points  of  damage,  the
target must save vs. paralysis or be stunned for
1d3 rounds.
  When attacking a creature which bleeds, and if
scoring a hit  with a roll  of 18+,  the spuncho’s
porous  hide  absorbs  the  resulting  blood spatter,
restoring 1d8 hp to the creature.  This vampiric
ability earned the creature the colloquial name, “A
Blood-sop.”
  Due to it’s spongiform composition, the creature
may only be harmed by edged or slashing attacks.
Puncturing attacks – arrows, spears, and the like,
do  no  damage  whatsoever.   If  one  is  fights  a
spuncho with a blunt weapon, their folly is soon
revealed.   Not  only  do  blunt  weapons  have  no
effect  whatsoever,  any attack  roll  of  10  or  less
results in the assailant receiving 1d4 damage from
resulting bounce-back.
  Spunchos are mindless and unliving, hence are
immune to any attacks which effect as such.  Fire
is ineffective, and ice or lightning attacks do half
damage.   It  is  rumored some wizards will  pay
2d6 x100 g.p. for the carcass of a slain spuncho.  
  



  
  
  


